elements with respect to MORB; AEsamples the deep reservoir and brought to the surface through mantle plumes 2) Earthquakes in subduction zone AE Continue down to mantle and stops at 670 Km AE commonly compressional implying => slabs meeting with resistance to further subduction 3) Classical Layered Geochemical Model: boundary between upper (depleted) and lower (enriched)layer at 670 km [ Ringwoodite AE Pv + (Mg,Fe)O ] Distribution of radioactive elements: Present day heat flow = Secular cooling + Radiogenic heating Deep lower mantle In layered model: delay between heat generation and conduction through surface and the secular cooling of Earth extends the thermal evolution
WHOLE MANTLE CONVECTION MODEL
Geophysical Observations: (a) Seismic tomographic models AE evidences that the subducted slabs are able to penetrate lower mantle; (b) mantle plumes may originate from the CM-boundary or at least below 670 km Numerical Calculations: Presence of a thermal boundary layer at 670 km would produce a significant amount of topography and gravity Image removed due to copyright considerations.
anomalies Please see:
McNamara, Allen K. , and Peter E. Van Keken. "Cooling of the Earth: a parameterized convection study of whole Parameterized convection AE insulating versus layered models." G-cubed 1 (November 13, 2000) . effect of such boundary layer tends to raise temperature of lower layer above melting temperatures, unless there is a strong depletion of radiogenic elements with respect to upper layer (contradiction to the main assumption of radioactive enrichment in the lower layer)
AE Approach: Use of parameterized convection models To establish a relationship between layered model and seismic observations AE Layered model was proposed that places boundary at 1600 km depth (a) it may explain interpretations of some tomographic results (b) can be consistent with the seismic heterogeneities below 1600 km AE Requirement:
Substantial enrichment of radioactive elements in the lower layer to Account present day mantle heat loss of 40 TW AE It satisfies: (a) present day heat flow (b) range of mantle viscosity (c) average mantle temperature AE Started with Whole mantle convection model and compared to the proposed model AEFundamental parameters:
Boundary layer thickness
Rayleigh Number Heat Flow
Values of β and R ac is uncertain….try to limit the of acceptable β in present study for any parameter values at some point in its thermal history. Blue squares represent cases in which the top layer has a final temperature below 1500K. Green asterisks are for cases that satisfy the temperature constraints.
Discussion / Results
• whole-mantle convection satisfies the constraints for a fairly wide range of the parameters • layered-mantle convection satisfies the constraints for a much smaller range of parameters • furthermore, acceptable results are only observed for the layered case when the lower thermal boundary layer of the top layer is removed
